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We propose a natural test of lit of a parametric regression model. The test is 
based on a comparison of a nonparametric kernel estimate of a regression function 
with its least-squares parametric estimate. Under the null hypothesis we derive 
approximations to the probability distribution functions of the test statistic. The 
approximations are exact with a power rate. Moreover, we prove the consistency of 
the test. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of random vetors, X E RF, YE R’, with E 1 Yi < 00. 
The regression function r(x) given by 
r(x)=E(YI X=x) 
often admits a parametric form 
(1.1) 
r(x) = b(x, t) for some t E F c Rk, Cl.21 
where b is a known smooth function. One of the most popular estimators 
of t stems from the least-squares method (LSM) leading to the estimator 
T,, such that 
i ,i (Yi-b(Xi, T,)) b,(Xi, T,) +O a.s., (1.3) 
1=1 
where 6, is the vector ablat. 
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TEST OF FIT 67 
Under appropriate regularity assumptions and validity of model (1.2) 
f, 6) = wx, Tn) (1.4) 
is known to be a consistent estimator of r(x). However, under a mis- 
specified parametric model, i,(x) is convergent to b(x, to) # r(x) satisfying 
E( Y- b(X, to))2 = ,‘,“’ E( Y- b(X, t))! (1.5) 
Nonparametric kernel estimators of regression functions are given by 
Fn(X)=Z1=l YiK((x-Xi)lhts) 
C7= 1 K((x - Xi)lhn) ’ 
(1.6) 
where K is a nonnegative kernel and h, is a window bandwidth. They are 
consistent for r(x) under fairly general conditions on X, Y, r, K, and h (cf. 
Devroye [3], Greblicki et al. [4], Stute [13]). Since misspecitications of 
parametric models for regression functions may lead to serious consequen- 
ces it is reasonable to compare estimators F,, and i, and accept both 
parametric model and estimator i, when the differences between r”, and f, 
are not statistically significant. 
Quite often LSM is chosen for numerical convenience only while com- 
parison of i, and r is usually desired in terms of a uniform norm. These 
prerequisites suggest a natural test of lit for model (1.2) based on statistic 
SUP Ir”,b)--“b)I, 
x93 
where x is a compact subset of RP. In Section 3 we derive the asymptotic 
distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. Moreover, we 
show that the test is consistent for alternatives r(x) such that 
inf sup Ir(x) - b(x, t)l > 0. 
te9- XE& 
The problem of testing a fit of a parametric model attracted the attention 
of many authors. We refer the reader to Neil and Johnson [lo] for a more 
complete bilbiography. Quite recent papers on this subject are Cox et al. 
[ 1 ] and Hiirdle and Mammen [S]. We include also a reference to a former 
paper of Wahba [16] not mentioned in [ll]. 
Our test differs from the earlier ones and is more natural. The limiting 
distribution of the test statistic is the same as in Konakov and Piterbarg 
[7] due to different rates of convergence of nonparametric estimators. 
Approaches similar to the one presented here can also be developed 
based on results of Nadaraya [9], RCvCsz [2, Sect. 6.31, and Liero [83. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, Y) be a (p + 1 )-dimensional random vector, X E RP, YE R’, and 
let (X, Y), (X,, Y, ), . . . . (X,,, Y,?) be independent identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random vectors (T.v.). Our aim is to study the distribution of the 
maximal deviation between the kernel estimator 7, (x) and the LSM 
estimator i,(x) of r(x). 
Let E(x), f,( ) x , and t,(x) be the deviation fields 
TM(X) = (nh;c2 ln 1 p&J’” V,(x) - 4x)), 
[,(x) = (nh,Po -2)“2 (JJ)“’ (i,(x) - Y(X)), 
L(x) = w,Pa --2)“2 (g)” (7,(x) -i,(x)), 
where x E X c RP, CT* = f K’(x) dx, and 
and 
f,(x) = (We -2)-l i K((x-Xi)/h,) 
i=i 
o,(X)=(nh,Po-*)-’ i YfK((x-Xi)/h,)/fn(x)-7;(x) 
i=l 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
are estimates of a marginal density f(x) of the vector X and conditional 
variance u(x) = E( ( Y - r(X))’ 1 X = x), respectively. 
Throughout the paper we shall use the following assumptions: 
Al. Pr(-co<A<Y<B<a)=lforsomeAandB. 
A.2. The function (f(x) ZI(X))“~, x E!Z’~ RP, is strictly positive and 
satisfies the Lipschitz condition of order 1. 
A.3. X is a connected compact set in Rp, OE% and there exists a 
neighbourhood 9’ of 5?- and A’, B’ such that Pr( - co < A’ G 6 < B’ < co ) 1 
XE~)=l,whereB=Y-r(X),andv(C)=Pr((X,I)ECn(~’x[A’,B’])) 
is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure in RP+ r. Measure v( .) 
can be extended to a probability measure v” which is absolutely continuous 
w.r.t. Lebesgue measure in Rp+’ with a density function g(x, E), 
ess supRp+l 2(x, E) < co. For the distribution function of the vector (8, d) 
such that S(C) = Pr((!& 8) E C) one can define the Rosenblatt transforma- 
tion (see Rosenblatt [12]) 44: Rp+’ + [0, llp+’ having the inverse M-‘. 
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For P,,~(x, E) given by 
pn,Jx, &)= (f(z) u(z))-1’*o--h;“‘*&K((Z-x))lh,) 
the function P~,~(M-‘(X’, S’)), ZE%, (X’, 8’)~ [0, lip+’ is (p+ 1) times 
continuously differentiable in [0, 1 ] p + ‘. 
A4. There exists an 1, I> (p’ + p)/2, such that f(x) and r(x) have 
partial derivatives of order Z, bounded in 3’. 
A.5. K(x) is finite, SK(x) dx = 1, its partial derivatives up to order p 
are continuous, and the following orthogonality conditions hold true 
P 
m u:K(q, . . . . u,)duI . ..du.=O 
i=l 
for si nonnegative integer such that 
o< 5 Si<l. 
i=l 
Bl. b(x, t) E C2(Rp x y), where y c Rk is open, and b has for every 
t E y partial derivatives in x of order <I and for every x partial derivatives 
in t of order ~2 which are all bounded functions of x. 
B2. There is toed such that y(t) > y(to) for t # to, to is the unique 
solution of equation y’(t) = 0, and y”(t) is positive definite in a 
neighbourhood of to, y(t) = E( Y - b(X, t))*. 
B3. Let cc stand for the point at infinity in the one-point compac- 
tification of r. Let 
liminf (E(Y-b(X, t))b,(X, t)l >O. 
t-00 
B4. The r.v.‘s d = Y - r(X) and X are independent and for every x 
k, It - tO( d b(x, t) - b(x, to) < k, It - t,, I. 
Konakov and Piterbarg [7] proved the following result crucial for our 
approach. 
K-P THEOREM [7]. Suppose Al-A5 hold and h, = n-‘, l/(p + 21) < 6 c 
l/p( p + 2). Then there exists A> 0 such that 
Pr(Lmp ILn(x)I -C<s) 
( 
(P-l)/* 
= exp -2exp (-s-s2/(2r,2)) 1 e,l;*“(l +s/l,2)p-2Zm-1 
WI=0 > 
+ O(n-“) 
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untformly in s > const, where I,, is the maximal root of the equation 
p is the Lebesgue measure in RF, 
and e, = ( - l)“(p - l)!/m! 2”( p - 2m - l)! is the m th Hermite polynomial 
coefficient of order p - 1. For I, the asymptotic equality holds: 
r,=Jsi(qp)+ (p - 1) ln(2 ln(c,hrP)) 
2Jzz&i3 
+ O(( -In h,))“‘), 
The K-P theorem can be useful in testing a single hypothesis 
r(x) = TO(x), where TO(x) is a known function while we are interested in 
testing the Iit of a parametric model for r(x). 
Let i, be the LSM estimator of r(x) and T,, the LSM estimator of 
t, given by (1.3) and (1.4), respectively. In the following theorem we 
summarize the properties of these estimators which are necessary for the 
argument in Section 3. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that conditions Bl-B3 hold true. Let T,, be the 
LSM estimator of to satisfying conditions T,, E r and 
almost surely, where tj(x, y, t) = ( y - b(x, t)) b,(x, t) and (Xi Yi) are i.i.d. 
r.v.‘s. Then T,, --t t, a.s. and &( T,, - to) is asymptotically normal with mean 
0 and covariance matrix L-'C(L')-', where 
C = 4E( Y- b(X, t,,))2b,(X, to) 6:(X, to) (2.6) 
and 
L=2E(b,(X, to)b:(X, to)- (Y--&X, to)) b,,(X to)=f'(t,). (2.7) 
Proof Conditions Bl-B2 imply that y(t) E C2 for t lint F and that 
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I’ = 0. We shall prove that T, + to a.s. First we show that there exists 
a compact set V c 5 such that 
Pr(3NV~‘n>: T,,e%‘)=l. (2.8 1 
Clearly, the only case of interest is when F is not compact. By B3 there 
exist a compact set %$, and E > 0 such that 
inf Iv’(t)l > 2s. 
t4w 
For every t +! %$ we have by the strong law of large numbers (SLLN) 
Since 
= Y’Ct) - Y’tt) -i , f  $txi9 yiv t ,  
I  ( r=l )i 
2 Iv’(t)1 - r’(r)-! .i @(Xi, Yi, t) 22&--E=& 
r=l 
holds, we infer that condition (2.8) holds with V = %&. Thus, by Theorem 2 
of Huber [6], T, + t,, as. and, by Theorem 3 of Huber [6], the asymptotic 
normality result follows. i 
3. THE TEST OF FIT 
We derive the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic for testing the 
null hypothesis that the regression function T(X) is of a given parametric 
form b(x, t). Let 
I-I,: r(x) = b(x, t) for xE%andforsometEycRk, 
where b(x, t) meets conditions Bl-B3. The test statistic 4, is given by 
tin = 4, (Xl 7 Yl 9 . . . . L YJ = 4 m;x IL(x)1 -CT (3.1) 
where t,(x) is given by (2.3b(2.5) and I, is the same as in the K-P theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. Let Al-A5 and Bl-B4 hold and (Xi, Y,), i= 1, . . . . n, be i.i.d. 
r.v.‘s. rf h, = n - ‘, 1 /(p + 21) < 6 < l/( p( p + 2)) and H, holds true then there 
exists ;1> 0 such that 
( 
(P- I)/2 
Pr(& <s) = exp -2exp(-s-s’/(21,2)) C e,r;2m(l +~/l~)~~‘~--~ 
VI=0 > 
+ 0(n-‘), (3.2) 
uniformly in s>const and where 1, and e, are the same as in the K-P 
theorem. 
Proof: Let r,,(x) and f,(x) be the deviation fields given by (2.1)-(2.5). 
Let 
By the triangle inequality we have 
Iq5,-bs,l <Z,n”-6p)‘20-1 dye (fn(x)/h(x))“* If,(x)-r(x)l. 
Thus, by B4, 
I~,-%I~~~~IT,-~ol~~6p’2~~~~f,~~~/~,~~~~1’2 
and, by Lemma 2.1 in Konakov and Piterbarg [7], we have 
Pr(ld,-&,I >n-+j4) 
< Pr(J;; IT, - r,l > C2rF4) + 2 exp( - C,nY), (3.3) 
wherey=l-6(p+2). 
Since B4 holds true, we infer easily from Theorem 2.2 in Van der Geer 
[143 (or from Theorem 4.1 in [15]) that 
Pr(& IT, - t,( > C2nSP14) = O(neA) 
for some A > 0. Thus we are in a position to use the following extension of 
the Slucki lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
Pr(Jn <s) = A,(s) + 0(n-“) 
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for some 3, > 0 uniformly for s > const. Zf AL(s) are bounded uniformly for 
n > 1 and s > const and 
Pr(\dn-JnI >n-“1)=0(n-“2) 
for some I,, A2 > 0, then there exists 1, > 0 such that 
Pr(4, <s) = A,(s) + 8(n-“‘) 
holds uniformly for s > const. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is very similar to the proof of the Slucki lemma 
and is omitted. 
The lemma, the K-P theorem, and (3.3) easily imply (3.2) with 
(P--1)/2 
A,(s) = exp -2exp(-s-s2/(21,2)) C e,Z;2m(l +s/1,2)p-2m--l . I 
m=O > 
(3.4) 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2 we have 
lim Pr(4, c s) = exp[ -2 exp( -s)] (3.5) n-03 
for every s E R’. 
Thus, Theorem 2 shows that 4, may serve as a test statistic for testing 
Ho. The asymptotic (1 - a)-confidence band .zr --oL can be calculated from 
(3.5) or, a better approximation z,,~ --tl, from equality 
A,(s) = 1 - a, (3.6) 
where A, is given by (3.4). 
We show that the considered test of the form 
ifd,Gzn,l-. then accept Ho, 
otherwise reject Ho 
is consistent for alternative regression functions r(x) such that 
(3.7) 
inf sup ]r(x - b(x, t)l > 0. 
YET XEX 
(3.8) 
TI-EOREM 3. Assume Al-A5 and Bl-B4 hold true. Then 
lim Pr(d, > z,, 1 - .) = 1 
n-m 
for any r(x) satisfying (3.8). 
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Proof Theorem 1 implies a.s. convergence of i,(x) to b(x, to), satisfying 
E(Y-b(X, t,))‘=i.;fE( Y-h(X, t))‘, 
while the K-P theorem implies 
lim Pr($n<<)=exp[-2exp(-s)]. 
n-rm 
Thus, inequality 
and the convergence .z,.~ -= + z1 pcL imply that 
lim Pr(d, > C) = 1 
n-m 
for any constant C. This proves the consistency of our test. 1 
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